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Thank you for choosing Forever Green Walls as your artificial garden suppliers. 

in this guide you will find out how to apply your Forever Green Wall Panels to different types of surfaces, if of 
course this booklet does not outline the details of your surface plase feel free to contact us further. The   best    
part   about   your   artificial   green   wall   is   no   structural   work   is   needed   before installation,   since   the   panels   are    

very   light.   However,   be   sure   to   note   the   different surfaces   the   panels   can   attach   to   and   what   is    
recommended   for   each   interior or exterior facade. Please make sure you have measured your length 

and width and multiplies them using a calculator to gather the correct amount of screens for 
purchase.

Timber    -   Simple   timber   screws   only.    

Try   using   a   screw   with   a   large   head    

for more   coverage. 

Plasterboard    -   Our   preference   is   to    

screw   directly   into   the   wall   using   a 

20mm   screw   with   a   good   thread.    

There   are   pre-made   holes   on   the    

back   of   the panels   for   you   to   use. 

General Facades



Brick wall    -   Nylon   nail   plugs.    

straight into the mortar,   try    

cladding   the wall   with   plywood    

and   use   timber   screws. 

Stone   wall    -   Nylon   nail   plugs.   Pre- 

drill   a   hole,   place   the   panel   on   the    

wall   and hammer   the   plug.      

Alternatively   pre   drill   a   hole,   add   a    

plastic   plug   and   screw, please be 

aware to purchase a masonry drill 

bit for these particular jobs. 

FENCING

Wire fencing - probably the easiest 

installation as all you need are 

heavy duty zip ties to attach the 

screens, looping the zip tie through 

the backing and through the fence

Metal picket -  heavy duty zip ties 

to attach the screens, looping the 

zip tie through the backing and 

through the fence
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Other options: Some fences require a frame to be built to 

accompany the screens, these options include ColourBond 

Steel, Sheds and other flat surfaces
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